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Everyone in Class A did well. Everyone had been tense for a year before the college entrance 
examination. Now that the results were out, they definitely had to relax. 
 
Jiang Tingting also held her chin and looked at Qiao Nian without blinking. She shouted at the side, 
“That’s right, Sister Nian. Let’s go together. It’s more fun if we all go together.” 
 
More than twenty pairs of eyes in the private room looked at her. 
 
Qiao Nian lowered her eyes and leaned back lazily in the chair. She placed her hand on the table and 
shook her head, rejecting him directly “I can’t go. You guys go.” 
 
“Er…” Liang Bowen looked at her. “Why can’t you go? Sister Nian, are you busy?”. 
 
“Yes.” Qiao Nian was quite open-minded. “I’m going to Beijing to eat.” 
 
He knew that! Liang Bowen immediately understood. “The school promotion banquet?” 
 
Qiao Nian’s black and white eyes glanced at him. Her tone was calm and devilish. “No.” 
 
“It’s not a school promotion banquet. It’s…” 
 
“A family reunion.” 
 
The entire Class A was speechless as well. 
 
Everyone was stunned. 
 
A family reunion? 
 
Liang Bowen reacted the fastest. The main reason was that his family was considered wealthy in the 
city. He was more informed than others and immediately remembered who Qiao Nian’s biological 
parents were. 
 
He had always had a high EQ. He reacted and immediately said, “When? I’ll go over when it’s time.” 
 
“Next Wednesday.” Qiao Nian said simply, “I’ll book a plane ticket for you if you want to 
 
go.” 
 
“Yes!” Liang Bowen immediately smiled, his face sunny and handsome. “Sister Nian is acknowledging 
her relatives. I have to go support you!” 
 
The Jiang family had a complicated family background. He had heard some things about Jiang Xianrou. 
Sister Nian was not easy to get along with. He was afraid that she would suffer. 
 



The others also wanted to go, but it was too rushed. They had just finished their college entrance 
examination, and there were some things at home that they could not leave. For example, choosing a 
school with their families. 
 
Some people had to hold their own school banquet… 
 
After a round of discussion, only Liang Bowen was free that day. Chen Yuan wasn’t free, either. 
 
However, it didn’t affect the lively atmosphere in the private room. Everyone was excited that she had 
done well in the college entrance examination. They turned around and started talking about other 
topics. 
 
Qiao Nian wasn’t a talkative person. Normally, she would sit quietly by the side and listen to them talk. 
Occasionally, she would interrupt them. Other than that, she would play with her phone. 
 
The people in Class A were used to her personality. They would only talk to her when it involved her and 
wouldn’t deliberately disturb her. 
 
Qiao Nian was very free. She hid in a corner and played with her phone. 
 
Many people had messaged her to check her results today. 
 
Previously, Yuan Yongqin and the others had sent her a message to ask her about her score of o on the 
college entrance examination. Later, when the results were out, they sent another message to 
congratulate her. 
 
Not only did Yuan Yongqin and Nie Mi send her congratulatory messages, even Su Huaiyuan, Liang 
Conglin, and the others, who usually did not message her, sent their congratulations. 
 
Qiao Nian’s phone would light up from time to time. 
 
If she hadn’t switched it to vibration mode early on, her phone might not have been able to stay silent 
the entire night. 
 
Qiao Nian was pouring a cup of hot soy milk in front of her. She was about to look up when she finally 
finished replying to the message when her phone vibrated again. 
 
She thought that it was Qin Si or Wei Lou again. She narrowed her eyes and supported her chin with her 
hand as she looked down. 
 
Unexpectedly, she saw a surprising picture flashing 
 
She tapped her phone and did not open the message immediately. 
 
Instead, she turned her head and looked to the side. 
 
The man was drinking with Principal Yu. He exuded a dignified aura as he exchanged glasses. The side of 
his face was shrouded by the light. His facial features were well-defined, and his tall nose was straight 



and tall. His red lips were smooth and curved slightly, making one’s imagination run wild. Although his 
tone was not fast, it was enough to give the principal, Shen Hui, and the others face… 


